
Boats with outboard motors



18 models to be discovered

BOATS WITH OUTBOARD MOTORS

Come closer…look… There is a number of solutions here waiting for you.
Whether you prefer the elegance and relax of the lake, the speed and the adventure of the open sea or the 
entertainment of sailing from an island to another, our Selva crew will accompany you providing assistance and 
services. The wonderful world of sailing is now affordable. Reach remote inlets with your friends, enjoy a beautiful 
sunset with your partner, amaze your children with landscapes that will remain in their hearts together with a passion 
for the sea. This is the Selva World.



Fibreglass boats in “Package Formula” with Selva 
Marine outboard motors, in 3 lengths, from 5.5 to 
7 meters, in different configurations to completely 
enjoy the pleasures of your favourite sport, fishing.
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Fibreglass boats in “Package Formula” with Selva 
Marine outboard motors, in 7 lengths, from 5 to 7 
meters, for the maximum comfort and freedom.
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This range perfectly combines safe and easy 
boating with the family and the quality furnishings 
and elegant details allows a comfortable overnight 
stay onboard. . It is available in 5 models from 5.9 
to 8.3 mt in length

The Sun Deck line is designed to offer you 
maximum comfort: large cabins, comfortable sun 
decks and an ergonomic steering console. Three 
versions are available ranging from 6.2 to 9 metres 
in package formula with the DFI and 4 Stroke 
direct injection outboards to experience emotions 
in complete relaxation, freedom and safety

NEW
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The “Cruiser Line” is a perfect range for safe and easy boating with the family. Each boat is designed to combine the pleasure of daily 
boating together with the added advantage of providing attention to detail with comfortable and stylish furnishing to give a pleasant 
overnight stay onboard.
Their sporty lines give a good performance when fitted with Selva Marine 2 stroke DFI or 4 stroke Outboard motors from 40 to twin 
250 h.p. models

FOR NAVIGATE WITH WHOM YOU LOVE
COMFORT AND ELEGANCE

NEW
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C.8.3 CABIN

New for 2011, this 8.3 mt boat is the flagship of the Cruiser line range. Elegant and refined, ideal for sailing in company, 
with its comfortable stern seating that can be easily converted into a sundeck area or as an elegant seating with 
wooden table; the main cabin and the one for guests; the refined kitchen in wood with cooker, refrigerator and sink; the 
toilet with electrical WC and sink with pull-out tap and an electrical emptying facility, as well as a wide bow sundeck. 
Accompanied by various other accessories this package is available with the Selva Marine Outboard Motors up to
2 x 250 hp, to completely enjoy your days on the sea.

NEW
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CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

DECK
The harmony of lines and the space distribution onboard are the strengths of this boat. The sliding door allows easy access to 
cabins. The cockpit is spacious and versatile, it can be equipped as a sunbathing area or, when needed, as comfortable seating 
area. The  benches can be tilted to  create a bigger operating area and to allow access to the wide locker below.
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DRIVING PLACE
The wide bridge with its wraparound 
windscreen provides a housing for 
the onboard instrumentation and 
motor controls. The pilot’s seat 
allows for driving in a seated
and standing position..

TOILETTE
The toilet is equipped with an electric WC, a sink with removable tap mounted on a Corian countertop,
mirror and stainless steel towel rail.

ANCHOR WINCH
Boat is equipped with an anchor winch with anchor and chain.
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The forward cabin includes 
a double bed which can be 
converted into a U-shaped sofa, 
storage pockets, mirror, hatch 
with curtains, a spotlight and 
courtesy lights.

The kitchen furniture, the wooden table with
Corian platform, includes a sink with tap,two 

burner gas stove, a 65 lt refrigerator and 
various cabinets and cupboards.

The aft cabin includes a 
double bed, portlight with 
curtain, lighting system and 
courtesy light.

CABIN
The cabin is spacious and comfortable. finely furnished with wooden furniture and enriched by a variety of amenities.
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S= Standard    O= Optional

For information on engines in packages with Cruiser Line boats, see outboard engine catalogue.

The data contained in these tables are to be considered as approximate and Selva Marine reserves the right to modify the technical 
characteristics, materials, construction, weights, etc. without any forewarning or obligations.

Stern cabin

Double bed with complete range of cushions with 
removable cove S

Cabin lighting S

Glove compartment S

Night curtesy lights S

Porthole with curtain S

Bathroom

Electric marine WC S

Wash basin with shower attachement S

Hold-all pocket S

Mirror S

Shower drain with electric emptying system S

Stainless steel towel rail S

Porthole with curtain S

Cockpit

L-shaped stern sofa with cushions S

Side sofa S

Table with supports which converts intu sunpad S

Stern sundeck cushions S

Side hold-all pocket S

Step for access to the deck S

Stainless steel folding ladder S

Pull-out shower S

Bridge

Binnacle control S

Instrument panel S

Engine’s instrument S

Engine panel S

Switch panel installations S

Compass S

Fore cabin

Double bed with complete range of cushions with 
removable cover, lockers underneath S

Side hold-all pocket S

Cabin lighting S

Night curtesy lights S

Hatch with curtain S

Kitchen

Kitshen unit with Corian work top and sink unit S

Sink with tap S

2 burners gas cooker S

Microwave oven O

65 lt fridge S

Cupboards and cabinets S

Dividing curtain S

Radio with CD player S

TV with aerial O

Plants

Engine installation S

Battery cut-off switch S

220V electrical plant O

Switchboard with thermomagnetic swhitches S

Navigation light S

Spotlight O

Horn S

Built-in fuel tank with blower solenoid valves,
fuel level gauge S - 450 lt.

Built-in fresh water tank with level gauge S - 100 lt.

Surge tank for water utilities S

Water heater O

Holding tank O

Bilge pump S

Hydraulic steering system S

Deck

4 steinless steel bollards S

Mooring rings S

Self-emptying anchor locker with cover S

Electric anchor winch 1000W S

Anchor with chain S

Bow nose S

Open steinless steel bow bridge S

Bow sundeck cushions S

Sun deflecting windscreen S

2 position pilot and copilot seat for sitting ans
semi-standing position S

Sliding door leading to cabins S

Fibreglass roll-bar with light S

Bow thruster O

Length (Lmax) cm 835

Width (Bmax) cm 300

Approx. dry weight 2800

Max. applicable power Kw (HP) 2 x 183,9 (2 x 250)

Recommended power HP ( Min/Max ) 2 x 250

People carrying capacity 9

Motor shaft version 2 x XL

Max carrying load kg
(number of peopel + standard equipment + engine) 1415

EC standard design category B

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND FEATURES C8.3 CABIN
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C.7.1 CABIN PLUS

 A completely new model, with Its 7.1 mts length offers a comfortable and brilliant performance when packaged with 
the power of the Finn whale 225hp Outboard motor. The main cabin is equipped with a a comfortable dinette that 
can be easily converted from a living area with a central table to a double bed and the guest’s cabin with a 1 and 1/2 
place beds, the kitchen cupboard with sink and tap, the separate bathroom with electric WC, sink with pull-out tap, 
offers a comfortable stay on board. You will appreciate the large cockpit area with its tilting pilot’s seat which gives a 
sitting or half upright driving position, the convenient sliding door for access to the cabins, the comfortable aft sofa that 
can be extended as sundeck area, the fibreglass rollbar, and the wide bow sundeck which makes  your days at sea 
unforgettable.

NEW
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The bow cabin includes a double bed which can be converted in a living area with an 
U-shaped sofa; the storage pocket, portlight with curtain and spotlight.

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

PILOT STATION
The dashboard, for this boat can easily accommodate the complete onboard 
instrumentation and engine’s controls. the tilting pilot’s seat allows both the seated
or upright driving position. The door to the cab is sliding for easy access.

CABIN
The kitchen’s cupboard includes a sink with tap, a wooden storage pocket and 
below comportment with closure.

BATHROOM
The separate bathroom includes an electric WC, a sink with pull-out tap,
mirror and towel rail steel.

COCKPIT
The cockpit can be equipped as sundeck area, or external seatting.

The aft cabin includes a double bed, a portlight with curtain and spotlight.
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C.6.7 CABIN

This model, offers the perfect combination of a towable boat and convenience of a comfortable overnight 
accommodations. The cabin is equipped with a double bed that can be easily converted into a seating area, with 
spotlight, hatch and portlight, the bathroom with electric WC and the corner sink and tap, makes  staying onboard 
during the evening and night a real pleasure. Outside, the comfortable U shape sofa and the wide cockpit can easily 
accommodate up to 7 people. The fibreglass rollbar with the navigation lights, the generous bow sundeck, and when 
packaged with our outboard motors up to 200 hp, complete with the hydraulic steering, will allow you to completely 
enjoy your cruise.
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C.6.5 CABIN

Designed for those who want to combine the pleasure of sailing during  day and overnight. The big cabin where you 
can install a marine WC, is equipped with a double bed and big lockers. The wide bow sundeck allows you to lie under 
the sun whilst being gently rocked by the waves. In the cockpit the L shape sofa, and dining area can be personalized 
by many available accessories. Ergonomic and practical driving position, protected by a plexi windscreen, offers high 
visibility for sailing. With the C.6.5 cabin, your days at sea will always be pleasant and comfortable.
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C.5.9 CABIN

A really catchy line for Cabin C.5.9 the wide and comfortable bow sundeck, an L shape sofa that can be easily 
converted into a dining area, make it comfortable in every situation. The driving position with a single seat, sporty and 
ergonomic, is protected by a sturdy and enveloping plexi windscreen which provides enviable comfort. The cabin is 
spacious and welcoming confirming that in just 5.9 m in length this boat has been designed with real style and skill. 
Offered in package with our motors. 4-stroke and DFI engines that make it a real queen of the sea.
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INTERIOR
Inside, the dinette offers a sofa-bed main overlying a series large lockers, complete 
with storage pockets,hatch and spotlights. It can also become a bathroom with the 
possibility to install the optional “Marine WC”.

COCKPIT (C5.9 Cabin, C6.5 Cabin)
The cockpit is equipped with a corner sink and tap. You can enjoy 
the comfort of the “L” shaped couch which can be converted into 

a second sundeck, obtained by expanding the sofa.

CABIN COMPARTEMENTS
In the cabin there are a series of large lockers under the double bed and 
convenient storage pockets on both sides.

DECK
During the daytime you can make full use of the deck of the boat,
with long sunbathing on the large sundeck obtained on the raised part.
May be equipped by an optional cushion.
The safe passage from bow to stern is guaranteed by the generous sidewalks
and covered by antislip.

COMMON CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
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For information on engines in packages with Cruiser Line boats, see outboard engine catalogue.

The data contained in these tables are to be considered as approximate and Selva Marine reserves the right to modify
the technical characteristics, materials, construction, weights, etc. without any forewarning or obligations.

Model C.7.1 Cabin Plus C.6.7 Cabin C.6.5 Cabin C.5.9 Cabin

Length (Lmax) cm 710 665 640 595

Width (Bmax) cm 253 253 238 234

Approx dry weight 1700 1200 900 750

Max. applicable power Kw (HP) 165,5 (225) 150 (204) 112 (152) 85 (115)

Recommended power HP
( Min/Max ) 150/225 150/200 100/115 70/100

People carrying capacity 8 7 7 6

Motor shaft version Extra Long Extra Long Long Long

Max carrying load Kg
(number of people + standard 
equipment + engine)

1000 915 860 775

EC Standard design category B C C C

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND FEATURES
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S= Standard    O= Optional    N= Not available

Selva Marine reserves the right to modify the technical characteristics and feat ures
without any forewarning or obligations.

Model C.7.1 
Cabin Plus

C.6.7 
Cabin

C.6.5 
Cabin

C.5.9
Cabin

Deck

4 steinless steel bollards S S S S

Mooring rings S S S S

Self emptying locker with cover S S S S

Electric anchor winch O O O O

Bow nose S S S S

Windshield with anodized aluminum frame S S S S

Bow sundeck cushion O O O O

Fibreglass roll bar integrated in the deck S S S N

Bridge cover / sun awning O O O N

Bimini N N N O

Full cockpit cover O O O O

Auxilliary motor support O O O O

Bridge

Steering wheel S S S S

Integrated single lever S S S S

Instruments panel S S S S

Tachometer S S S S

Fuel level indicator S S S S

Compass S S S S

Switches panel S S S S

Swivel driver seat N S S S

Tilting Pilot’s seat for sitting or half upright driving, foldable 
for access to the below storage S N N N

Model C.7.1 
Cabin Plus

C.6.7 
Cabin

C.6.5 
Cabin

C.5.9
Cabin

Main cabin

Cushons with removable covers S S S S

Wide lockers S S S S

Separate bathroom with electric marine WC
(sink with tap only for C7.1 Cabin Plus) and porthole S S N N

Electric marine WC S S O O

Chemical WC O O O O

Side hold-all pockets S S S S

Cabin lighting S S S S

cupboard with sink and tap, compartment
and cabinet wood S N N N

2 side portholes S S S N

Manhole S S S S

Door lock and latch N S S S

Sliding door with lock and latch S N N N

Stern cabin

Double bed with cushion set S N N N

Porthole with curtain S N N N

Cabin lighting S N N N

Privacy curtain S N N N

Cockpit

Large lockers S S S S

Side hold-all pockets N S S S

Aft banch with cushions S S S S

Aft sundeck extension with cushions S O O O

Table S S O O

Sink with tap N N N S

Kitchen cupboard with sink and tap and glove compartment N S S N

Swim ladder locker S S S S

Inox swim ladder S S S S

Integrated stairs for access to the deck S S S N

Plants

Motor installation S S S S

Navigation light S S S S

Complete electric system S S S S

Horn S S S S

Integrated fuel tank with solenoid valve and level gauge S - 230 lt. S - 200 lt. S - 150 lt. S - 100 lt.

Integrated fresh water tank with shower plant and pump S - 70 lt. S - 50 lt. S - 50 lt. S - 50 lt.

Electric bilge pump S S S S

Hydraulic steering system S S S O

Battery with battery holder and cut off switch S S S S
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Just choose where: cabin, couch or sun deck?
Sun Deck is the Selva line devised to offer you maximum comfort on days spent at sea: large welcoming areas for 
your guests and a comfortable central console with ergonomic position for really enjoyable boating. They all come in 
the classical packages formula and are powered by a Selva Marine outboard motor which can off er a performance 
capable to satisfy even the people the most exacting, thanks to the wide range of available powers to give vent to 
your sense of freedom.

THE PLEASURE OF

RELAx
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SD.9.0 CABIN

The S.D.9.0 Cabin is the flagship of the Selva Marine fibreglass range. It has unmatched attention to detail and a wide 
variety of options. The master’s cabin and guest cabin, the galley complete with gas, microwave oven, fridge, sink and 
wooden cupboards, the bathroom with electric WC and basin with pull-out tap, the versatile cockpit that can be easily 
transformed from a lounge into a large sundeck, the 220 V electrical system with shore power socket and the large bow 
sundeck are just some of the special features on this exclusive boat. Equipped with a pair of 250 HP Blue Whales, it is 
ideal for both exciting sailing and a comfortable stay onboard.

The T-Top with removable rear canopy,
spotlight and TV system are optional.
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COCKPIT
The spacious, versatile cockpit can be used as a sunbathing area or lounge as 
required. The large, spacious lockers can be used to store onboard equipment
for all 10 people on board as well.

BOW SUNDECK
With the large bow sundeck on the deckboard, you can fully enjoy the 
pleasure of sun and sea.

PLENTY OF SPACE ONBOARD
The spaciousness and onboard comfort are two of the main qualities of the SD 9.0 Cabin.
The stern sundeck is extremely comfortable and the bow sundeck can be easily accessed through two practical 
side corridors.
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PILOT’S POSITION
The large instrument panel with an all encompassing windscreen can easily house 
all the onboard equipment and engine controls. The pilot and co-pilot seat has 
been designed for navigating both in a sitting and a semi-standing position.
The central service column also includes a washbasin with tap and a practical 
worktop as well as a spacious compartment underneath which can be used for
a second optional fridge.

ANCHOR WINCH
The boat is equipped with standard
electric anchor winches with stainless
steel anchor and chain.

STERN PASSAGE
The practical stern passage makes access to the swim ladder locker and use
of the shower with hot/cold mixer tap easy.

T-TOP WITH REMOVABLE SUN CANOPY
The T-top accessory with its solid stainless steel structure and canvas cover, protects the pilot’s position 
and has a built-in removable rear sun canopy, navigation lights, practical fishing rod holders, radio aerial 
and TV aerial and spotlight if requested.
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CABIN
The cabin is comfortable, spacious and luxuriously furnished with wooden furniture
with a wide variety of different options.

The guest cabin located in the area under the skipper’s seat includes a three-quarter bed, 
reading lights and spotlights, porthole with blind and is also separated from the rest of the 
cabin by a privacy curtain.

The stern night area consists of a raised double bed with a large locker and a practical chest
of drawers underneath. It also has reading lights, spotlights, portholes with blinds, hatch,
mirror and can be separated from the rest of the cabin by a privacy curtain.

The galley area contains a sink with tap,
cooking unit with gas hobs, microwave oven
and fridge all fitted in a practical unit with
cupboards and a Corian worktop.

TOILET AREA
The toilet area includes an electric WC, a washbasin with pull-out tap fitted 
into a Corian top, mirror and stainless steel towel rail.
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For information on engines in packages with Sun Deck Line boats, see outboard engine catalogue.

The data contained in these tables are to be considered as approximate and Selva Marine reserves the right to modify the technical characteristics,
materials, construction, weights, etc. without any forewarning or obligations.

S= Standard    O= Optional

Stern cabin

Double bed with complete range of cushions
with removable covers S

Cabin lighting S

Night courtesy lights S

Porthole with curtain S

Bathroom

Electric marine WC S

Wash basin with shower attachment and Corian top S

Hold-all pockets S

Mirror S

Shower drain with electric emptying system S

Stainless steel towel rail S

220V power socket S

Porthole with curtain S

Cockpit

L-shaped stern sofa with cushions S

Table with supports which converts into sunpad S

Stern sundeck cushions S

Side hold-all pockets S

Corridor leading to deckhouse S

Access hatch with lock S

Stainless steel folding swim ladder S

Shower with hot/cold water mixer tap S

220V dock power socket S

Bridge

Two lever binnacle controls S

Instrument panel S

Engine instrumentation S

Engine panel S

Ignition panel S

Compass S

Bridge cover S

Fore cabin

Double bed with complete range of cushions with
removable covers, lockers and drawers underneath S

Side hold-all pockets S

Cabin lighting S

Night courtesy lights S

Hatch with curtain S

Kitchen

Kitchen unit with Corian work top and sink unit S

Sink with tap S

2 burner gas cooker S

Microwave oven S

65 L fridge S

220V power socket S

Cupboards and cabinets S

Dividing curtain S

Radio with CD player S

TV with aerial O

Plants

Motor installation S

Battery charger S

Battery cut-off with switch S

220V electrical system with dock cable S

Switchboard with thermomagnetic circuit-breakers S

Navigation lights S

Spotlight O

Horn S

Built-in fuel tank with blower solenoid valves,
fuel level gauge and filter on delivery S - 600 lt.

Built-in fresh water tank with level gauge S - 100 lt.

Surge tank for water utilities S

Water heater O

Sewage tank S

2 electric bilge pumps S

Hydraulic steering system S

Deck

6 stainless steel bollards S

Mooring rings S

Self-emptying anchor locker with cover S

Electric anchor winch 1000 W S

Anchor with 50 m chain S

Bow nose S

Open stainless steel bow bridge S

Bow sundeck cushions S

Sun deflecting windscreen S

2-position pilot and co-pilot seat for sitting
and semi-standing position S

Central service column with wash basin with
tap and top + cupboard underneath S

External fridge in central service column O

Sliding door leading to cabins S

Mooring cover O

Stainless steel roll-bar with double sun awning O

Fabric T-Top with removable rear panel O

Bow thruster O

Length. (Lmax) cm 900

Width (Bmax) cm 298

Approx. dry weight Kg 2900

Max. appl. power Kw (HP) 2 x 183,9 (2 x 250)

Recommended power HP 2 x 250

People carrying capacity 10

Motor shaft version 2 x XL

Max carrying load kg
(Number of people + standard equipment + engine) 1500

EC standard design category B

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND FEATURES SD 9.0 CABIN
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SD.7.2 CABIN

The large bridge with traditional wrap-around windshield combines practicality and style. The traditionally designed stern couch, the spacious interior, 
the large accessory pockets and comfortable bow sun deck make it ideal for any need. A fully equipped double cabin makes a stay on board a 
comfortable experience, even in the evening.
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SD 6.2 Cabin has a central console with an all embracing windscreen which ensures comfort and style. The large stern passage and the spacious 
interior are designed to off er maximum comfort. The large bow sundeck hides a sleeping cabin with double berth, to continue to enjoy the pleasures 
of the sea even when the day comes to end. The cushions at the bow and the stern sofa make the SD 6.2 Cabin a safe and relaxing boat during 
sailing.

SD.6.2 CABIN
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Model SD.7.2 Cabin SD.6.2 Cabin

Length. (Lmax) cm 720 615

Width (Bmax) cm 260 248

Approx. dry weight Kg 1400 900

Max. appl. power Kw (HP) 220 (300) 112 (152)

Recommended power HP 1 x 250 - 2 x 150 80 / 115

People carrying capacity 8 7

Motor shaft version 1 x Extra Long - 2 x Long Long

Max carrying load kg
(Number of people + standard equipment + engine) 1200 860

EC standard design category C C

For information on engines in packages with Sun Deck Line boats, see outboard engine catalogue.

The data contained in these tables are to be considered as approximate and Selva Marine reserves the right to modify
the technical characteristics, materials, construction, weights, etc. without any forewarning or obligations.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND FEATURES SD 7.2 CABIN AND SD 6.2 CABIN
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Model SD.7.2 Cabin S.D.6.2 Cabin

Cabin

Complete range of removable upholstery S S

Possibility of installing an electric
marine electric / chemicals WC S S

Electric marine WC O O

Chemicals WC O O

Side hold-all pockets S S

Cabin lighting S S

Door with lock S S

Cockpit

Spacious lockers S S

Side hold-all pockets S S

Stern bench with cushions S S

Table support O O

Wash-hand basin with tap S S

Foldable stainless steel swim ladder S S

Flush-mounted steps for access
to the deck S S

Access hatch with lock S S

Plants

Motor installation S S

Complete electric plant S S

Navigation lights S S

Horn S S

Built-in fuel tank with blower,
solenoid valves, fuel level gauge
and filter on delivery

S - 230 lt. S - 150 lt.

Built-in fresh water tank with shower
plant and surge S - 70 lt. S - 50 lt.

Electric bilge pump S S

Hydraulic steering system S S

Starter battery with battery box
and battery cut-off switch S S

Model SD.7.2 Cabin S.D.6.2 Cabin

Deck

4 stainless steel bollards S S

Mooring rings S S

Self-emptying anchor locker
with cover S S

Electric anchor winch O O

Bow nose S S

Open stainless steel bow bridge S S

Sun deflecting windscreen S S

Complete range of cushions S S

Sun awning O O

Mooring cover O O

Fabric T-Top O O

Bridge

Binnacle controls S S

Instrument panel S S

Rev counter S S

Fuel level gauge S S

Compass S S

Ignition panel S S

S= Standard    O= Optional    N= Not available

Selva Marine reserves the right to modify the technical characteristics
and feat ures without any forewarning or obligations.
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Look further afield and dream of new adventures. You can with the Open line.
Years of nautical experience have enabled Selva Marine to produce these extraordinary boats, elegant and versatile, 
offered in a Formula Package with outboard motors in the numerous versatile Selva Marine range. The hull and propeller 
constitute a stable functional coupling and even with low-power motorization they are able to compete with craft in 
superior classes in terms of performance and style.

THE PLEASURE TO RE-DISCOVER

BROADEN YOUR HORIzONS
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If you have any special requirements in terms of style, comfort and safety the D.7.0 C is for you. It has a clean, sophisticated, original, typically Selva 
Marine look. Everything has been designed for reliable, safe boating but also for a spirited, sporty drive. If technology has not been spared on the 
fittings, comfort has not been sacrifi ced for the sake of space, designed according to a careful ergonomic study: 8 spacious seats, a comfortable 
sun deck, a corner couch in the stern. You are in for a spectacular holiday.

D.7.0 C
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D.6.6 C

The Open Line range, D.6.6 C stands out for its unusual design and the rounded lines of the deck which is divided into two distinct areas which 
can be exploited to the full: the large sundeck at the bow overlying the lockers, at the stern, the “L” shaped sofa, in a corner of which there is a 
convenient washbasin with tap to increase the on-board comfort. The steering console positioned on the right hand side can also be used internally 
as a changing room or, if fitted out, as a washroom.
The large number of lockers are an expression of convenience, also for your guests. It is fast and safe at sea and has a highly effi cient hull and as 
always comes in the now consolidated package formula with Selva Marine motors.
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News 2011, This compact Open Line has nothing to envy to the boats in higher categories. The particularly high walls are done in order to optimize 
the comfort of the skipper and the 6 passengers, guaranteeing that they will always be dry and safe. The standard equipment, rich and refined, with 
a large Bow sunbathing cushions, the 190Lt. fuel tank , the complete shower system, the swim ladder into the locker, the tank for the live bait, leaves 
no room for almost any other extra optional. With D.6.1 water has no boundaries: from navigation to fishing, from sunbathing those of the sea, always 
travels first class, driven by the power of the Selva Marine outboard of up to 150 HP installed.

D.6.1

NEW
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Compact size, carefully exploited spaces, great comfort at sea and ease of transport are just some of the advantages that this boat can offer with 
its highly effi cient hull and its shape, which is designed to obtain a sporty performance even if a motor not requiring a licence is chosen. The D.5.6 
has a comfortable sofa, a steering position which is ideal even for long journeys without tiring the pilot thanks to the all encompassing console with 
sofa and a bow characterised by a large sun deck which can accommodate two adults at the same time. Large lockers and pockets Glove boxes 
complete the equipment on this boat making it extremely comfortable for guests as well.

D 5.6
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D.5.3

Comfort and sportiness are the distinctive features of Selva Marine and this model, combines them perfectly. Every detail has been studied to make 
navigation a completely enjoyable experience. The central navigation bench enables the pilot to drive the boat well, while staying in the company 
of his guests, accommodated comfortably around him. The strategically positioned large lockers combined with characteristic cushions offer the 5 
passengers maximum comfort. All the space is masterfully organised; whether you decide to enjoy a dynamic day characterised by sporty navigation 
or a day dedicated to sunbathing and total relaxation, the D.5.3 will be your ideal companion.
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From Selva Marine’s experience in the production of recreational boats, the D.5.0 draws all its immediate and irresistible propensity for holidays.
At first glance, the line of the hull is stylish and top-notch. A glance inside reveals that nothing is missing for a comfortable and problem-free boating. 
The D.5.0 will give you total freedom of movement on board, an indispensable quality for those who enjoy relaxing on the sea or for those who choose 
it for more dynamic sporting activities. This Open Line will immediately become an extraordinary partner in your entertainment, at an absolutely 
competitive price.

D.5.0
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For information on engines in packages with Open Line boats, see outboard engine catalogue.

The data contained in these tables are to be considered as approximate and Selva Marine reserves the right
to modify the technical characteristics, materials, construction, weights, etc. without any forewarning or obligations.

Model D.7.0C D.6.6C D.6.1 D.5.6 D.5.3 D.5.0

Length. (Lmax) cm 698 660 597 550 527 501

Width (Bmax) cm 253 253 247 232 210 208

Construction height 130 130 123 113 95 93

Approx. dry weight Kg 1100 1000 830 620 480 430

Max. appl. power Kw (HP) 165,55 (225) 147,1 (200) 112 (152) 85 (115) 58,8 (80) 55 (74,8)

Recommended power HP 150 / 225 115 / 200 100/115 60/100 40/60 25/40

Max carrying load Kg 8 8 7 6 6 5

Motor shaft version Extra Long Extra Long Long Long Long Long

People carrying capacity (Number of people + 
standard equipment + engine) 945 945 860 775 725 640

EC standard design category C C C C C C

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND FEATURES
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S= Standard    O= Optional    N= Not available
S/O= Standard or optional depending on the 
engine
 
(1) D.5.0; D.5.3; D.5.6; D.6.1 = Console with: 
stainless steel handrail, stainless steel steering 
wheel, single lever remote control box, single cable 
wheel house, sun deflecting windscreen, door with 
lock, switchboard with switches, front seat with 
cushion and access to the locker below plus back-
rest cushion.
D.6.6C; D.7.0C= Console with: stainless steel 
handrail, stainless steel steering wheel, single lever 
binnacle remote control box, single cable wheel 
house, sun deflecting windscreen, access door to 
the room below, switch holder switchboard, front 
seat with cushion.

Selva Marine reserves the right to modify the 
technical characteristics and feat ures without any 
forewarning or obligations.

Model D.7.0C D.6.6C D.6.1 D.5.6 D.5.3 D.5.0

Motor installation S S S S S S

Complete electrical system S S S S S S

Starter battery and box and cut-off switch S S S S S S

Rev counter S S S S S S/O

Complete console (1) S S S S S S

Navigation lights S S S O O O

Roomy locker with double access hatch S S N N N N

Locker under console for the possible installation
of an electric marine WC with door fi tted with a lock S S N N N N

Electric marine WC O O N N N N

Compass S S S O O O

Side hold-all pockets S S S S O O

Stern bench S S S S S S

Double seat at the stern with access hatches to peaks S S S S S N

Driving seat with roller S S S S S S

Stainless steel bow platform S S S S S S

Anchor capstan S S S S S S

Electric anchor winch O O O O O O

Bilge pump S S S O O O

Stainless steel bollards S S S S S S

Stainless steel mooring rings S S S S S S

Complete range of cushions S S S S S S

Bow nose extension with cushions S S S S S O

Support for table S S S S S O

Mooring cover O O O O O O

Sunshade awning O O O O O O

Built-in fuel tank with blower, solenoid valves,
fuel level gauge and filter on delivery S - 200 lt. S - 200 lt. S - 190 lt. O - 90 lt O - 55 lt. O - 55 lt.

Access hatch with lock S S N N N N

Stainless steel folding swim ladder S S S O O O

Live bait tank N N S N N N

Hydraulic steering system S S O O O O

Water tank with shower plant S - 50 lt. S - 50 lt. S - 50 lt. O - 50 lt. O - 50 lt. O - 50 lt.
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Do you want to fillet freshly caught fish to make sushi for your guests?
This line was designed especially for your passion for fishing, without losing anything in style. The deep V-bottom, 
high sides, spacious cockpits and covered bridges make it possible to handle even rough seas. The practical 
Formula Package provides every boat in the Fisherman Line with the most appropriate DFI or 4-stroke direct 
injection Selva Marine outboard motor for optimising its abilities and performance, creating a winning combination 
in terms of aesthetics, grit and safety.

PASSION FOR THE

ADVENTURE
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Dedicated to lovers of the sea and of sport fi shing. The F.7.0 Cabin has a large cockpit. In the area “closed” by a sliding glass door, there is the 
pilotage position and the cabin. Beside the pilot there is a comfortable sofa/locker, with washbasin with tap and space to put a fridge. The steering 
position has all the conveniences necessary for comfortable and safe sailing. The large and spacious cabin is separated from the other parts by a 
sliding curtain and has a double bed. F.7.0 Cabin: Blends the needs of a family with the passion of your fi shing trips.

F.7.0 CABIN
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F.6.5 CABIN PLUS

News 2011 is designed for all the sea lovers, water sports and fishing. Versatile and comfortable Boat, refined in 
the fitting with the fabrics and wood finishes. The F.6.5 Cabin Plus offers everything standard and on the top-level. 
Cabin with front door and sliding side windows, double bed, porthole and lights, cockpit with pilot and guests bench 
seat , that with part of the cabin, can be transformed into a dining area; plant with full shower facility, sink and faucet 
and cabinet which, if properly equipped, can accommodate a refrigerator, navigation lights and wipers, the hydraulic 
steering system, the deck with bench stern cushions full shower facility, basin for live bait, swim ladder. If it seems to 
be to much, remember not to lose your compass... it is also standard

NEW
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Even if it is fairly small and simple to handle, the F.5.5 guarantees exciting emotions every time you go out with it: the great spectacle of the sea seen 
through the large glass surfaces of the windshield and the side windows of the cabin. A sea that is always friendly, to be faced in total safety with Selva 
Marine outboard motors. Ideal for those with a lot of passion who prefer simple, essential things, this model of the Fisherman Line is a champion of 
compactness, efficiency, savings, practicality and easy to handle. Without renouncing the style.

F.5.5 CABIN
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For information on engines in packages with Fisherman Line boats, see outboard engine catalogue.

The data contained in these tables are to be considered as approximate and Selva Marine reserves the right to modify
the technical characteristics, materials, construction, weights, etc. without any forewarning or obligations.

Model F. 7.0 Cabin F. 6.5 Cabin Plus F. 5.5 Cabin

Length. (Lmax) cm 695 650 540

Width (Bmax) cm 252 238 235

Construction height 137 123 109

Approx. Weight Kg 1400 800 650

Max appl. power Kw (HP) 165 (225) 112 (152) 58,8 (80)

Recommended power Hp 150/225 100/115 50/70

People carrying capacity 7 7 5

Motor shaft version Extra Long Long Long

Max carrying capacity Kg
(Number of people + standard equipment + engine) 1000 860 640

EC standard design category B C C

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND FEATURES
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S= Standard    O= Optional    N= Not available

Selva Marine reserves the right to modify the technical characteristics
and feat ures without any forewarning or obligations.

Model F.7.0 Cabin F.6.5 Cabin 
Plus F.5.5 Cabin

Cabin

Complete range of cushions with removable lining S S S

Spacious lockers S S S

Side hold-all pockets S S S

Cabin lighting S S S

2 side portholes S S S

Hatches S N N

Sink with tap S S N

Entrance door with lock and key N N S

Sliding glass entrance door S S N

Separate bathroom with electric marine toilet O N N

Cockpit

2 spacious lockers S S N

Side hold-all pockets S S N

Stern bench with cushions S S N

Stainless steel folding swim ladder S S S

Live bait tank N S N

Built-in steps for access to the deck S S S

Plants

Motor installation S S S

Complete electrical system S S S

Navigation lights S S S

Built-in fuel tank with blower, solenoid valves,
fuel level gauge and filter on delivery S - 200 lt. S - 200 lt. S - 80 lt.

Built-in fresh water tank with shower system and surge tank S - 50 lt. S - 50 lt. N

Hydraulic steering system S S O

Electric bilge pump S S S

Starter battery with battery case S S S

Model F.7.0 Cabin F.6.5 Cabin 
Plus F.5.5 Cabin

Deck

4 stainless steel bollards S S S

Mooring rings S S S

Self draining anchor locker with cover S S S

Electric anchor winch O O O

Stainless steel bow platform S S S

Hard top with grab rail N N S

Adjustable air inlets on hard top N N S

Side windows in Plexiglas with frame in anodised aluminium N N S

Fibreglass cabin with sliding side windows S S N

Wood finishes N S N

Windshield S S S

Windshield wipers S S N

Cushion for bow sundeck platform S S N

Possibility of installing twin motors N S N

Bridge

Stainless steel steering wheel S S S

Built-in single-lever commands S S S

Instrument panel S S S

Rev counter S S S

Fuel level gauge S S S

Compass S S O

Starter panel S S S

Pilot seat with removable cushions S S S

Co-pilot seat with removable cushions S S S

Extension for the co-pilot seat with cushions S S N

Possible conversion in dining room S S N

Support for table S S N

Stainless steel footrests O S S
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